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Global Ultraviolet Energy potential
(In UVI units)



  

Peru, October 2017 
Ozone/UVI relationship after the Feb 2017 Big Niño  

240 DU=14 UVI, 260 DU=12-13 UVI, 300 DU=10 UVI ,



  

The Scenario



  

Objectives & Concepts
Objectives:

Desert afforestation by succulent plantations (Aloe, Opuntia)

Water resources : Processing of xerophytic succulents (Opuntia), atmospheric 
water capture by hygroscopic brine (CaCl2) capture & separation.

UV capture: Aloe under Desert stress generates high content of photochemical 
sensitizers (Aloin in Aloe) & enzymes.

Energy: Fixing/storing  big UV energy in a handy solid (CaO2)

Concepts:

Experimentally proven existence of an extended triple point of water, that we call 
“Icelikes” which are lighter, have a kind of hydrophobic behavior and that 
interphase sublimation / deposition depends on Vapor Pressure of 
components probably temperature &gravity independent.

Deconstruction of Aloe.  Relieving the plant from energy expense in building up 
and managing enzymes (SOD & CAT) by a brine design, photosensitizers 
(Anthraquinones, AQs) get more dynamic. Incoming H2O(g) & O2(g) are 
captured in ROS (Mainly H2O2)



  

Properly designed desert afforestation by succulents produce 
200 MT/Ha/year for Opuntia  & 40 MT/Ha/year for Aloe 



  

How our process reproduces nature?..just as an intervention
in a natural self organized system where the water 
& Oxygen inputs are fixed and withdrawn as H2O2



  

The Photochemical Part

NATURAL PROCESS

(1) UV=>Chl=>e- =>O2=>O2*=>SOD+H2O=>H2O2

(2) UV=>H2O2=>H2O + O2 + Heat

(3) H2O2=>CAT=> H2O + O2 + Heat

OUR PROCESS

(1) UV=>AQs=>e- =>O2=>O2*=>SOD+H2O=>H2O2

    (CAT activity depressed by designed brine)

(2) H2O2 + Ca(OH)2 =>CaO2 + H2O 



  

How we do it? 
By making a virtous circle where atmospheric UV, water and 

Oxygen are harvested by an AQ loaded brine and expressed in a 
Carbon Neutral product. This has similitudes with the Biotic Pump 

Concept of  Makarieva and Gorshkov.



  

UV energy harvested  in the solution as H2O2 
must be fixed, to avoid decomposition.

We use CaO to convert H2O2 to a peroxide (CaO2) 
CaO comes from calcining Limestone (which releases CO2) but as 

our design includes afforestation, plants absorb the CO2 
generated...so the product; Calcium Peroxide is Carbon neutral.



  

Example of CaO2 use: 
Thermal Power plants that use Carbon based fuels have 

a big task to capture CO2. Slaked Lime is a good capturer, 
but at end of day “Washing the shirt costs the same as the shirt” 

UV  generated CaO2, not only captures CO2, but generates energy 
units, that pay the trip and cogenerate an innocuous byproduct in situ 

We are studying tu use precipitants that do not generate CO2



  

A bigger natural example : El Niño / Niña



  

A big example is needed...

The biggest UV/Water/Photochemical cyclical recurrent event in 
our planet is El Niño.

We have said that incoming UV radiation gets absorbed by forests 
and plankton / algae making ROS and unneeded energy 
expresses as heat / IR

But, like water flowing in a ditch, friction on the walls generate a 
turbulence (Reynolds) which is a disturbing event,a Niño 
situation ocurrs. There is a cuasi non linear relation with Solar/ 
CRs Cycles (that are like walls in a ditch)

This turbulence happens, dramatically, with El Niño/Niña disrupting 
Global climate equilibrium for months/years even though it  
happens in few months every 8 to 12 years;  akin to a “Butterfly” 
effect.



  



  

An 18% reduction of Ozone layer
 increases UVB by ~ 28 %



  



  

El Niño “Butterfly” effects
(Dry becomes wet & cold becomes hot)



  

RESUMING

In our concept there are two basic natural players: Solar Radiation and 
Water. In this relationship translators, naturally exists as   
photosensitizers & enzymes. 

Most of the solar radiation input, in energy terms, is not harvested. PV 
cells are harvesters in the ~ 600 nm peak (VL . PVs are at end basically 
a thermochemical process, our approach is photochemical.

In our UV harvesting scheme, we dont need aparatus, only natural 
sensitizers/enzymes bearing brine surfaces, to generate H2O2. This 
becomes, comparatively, a much cheaper & quicker return on investment 
with avery low operational costs. Also PVs need to store Power in 
batteries or other  means. Our energy is stored in a  bulk CaO2 solid.

Conceptually we depart from two concepts: Icelikes & UV translation.
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